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7s start BL- 

BLABBED ABBBDEL BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

BLABBER ABBBELR to blab (to talk idly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKEN ABCEKLN to make black [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKER ABCEKLR BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black (being of darkest color) manner [adv] 

BLADDER ABDDELR saclike receptacle [n -S] 

BLADERS ABDELRS BLADER, one that blades (to skate on in-line skates) [n] 

BLADING ABDGILN act of skating on in-line skates [n -S] / BLADE, to skate on in-line skates [v] 

BLAGGED ABDEGGL BLAG, to rob with violence [v] 

BLAGGER ABEGGLR one that blags (to rob with violence) [n -S] 

BLAGUES ABEGLSU BLAGUE, pretentious nonsense [n] 

BLAHEST ABEHLST BLAH, dull, unexciting [adj] 

BLAMERS ABELMRS BLAMER, one that blames (to find fault with) [n] 

BLAMING ABGILMN BLAME, to find fault with [v] 

BLAMMED ABDELMM BLAM, to make loud sound like that of gunshot [v] 

BLANDER ABDELNR BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANDLY ABDLLNY BLAND, soothing [adv] 

BLANKED ABDEKLN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLANKER ABEKLNR BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLANKET ABEKLNT to cover uniformly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLANKIE ABEIKLN child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n -S] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLARING ABGILNR BLARE, to sound loudly [v] 

BLARNEY ABELNRY to beguile with flattery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLASTED ABDELST BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLASTER ABELRST one that blasts (to use explosive) [n -S] 

BLASTIE ABEILST dwarf (extremely small person) [n -S] 

BLATANT AABLNTT obvious (easily perceived or understood) [adj] 

BLATHER ABEHLRT to talk foolishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLATTED ABDELTT BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

BLATTER ABELRTT to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLAUBOK ABBKLOU extinct antelope [n -S] 

BLAWING ABGILNW BLAW, to blow (to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon))) [v] 

BLAZERS ABELRSZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [n] 

BLAZING ABGILNZ BLAZE, to burn brightly [v] 

BLAZONS ABLNOSZ BLAZON, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

BLEAKER ABEEKLR BLEAK, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

BLEAKLY ABEKLLY in bleak (dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing))) manner [adv] 

BLEARED ABDEELR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim) [v] 

BLEARER ABEELRR BLEAR, dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

BLEATED ABDEELT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLEATER ABEELRT one that bleats (to utter cry of sheep) [n -S] 

BLEEDER BDEEELR one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n -S] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 
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BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 

BLELLUM BELLLMU babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

BLEMISH BEHILMS to mar (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [v -ED, -ES, -ING] 

BLENDED BDDEELN BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLENDER BDEELNR one that blends (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [n -S] 

BLENDES BDEELNS BLENDE, shiny mineral [n] 

BLESBOK BBEKLOS large antelope [n -S] 

BLESSED BDEELSS holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj -ER, -EST] / BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

BLESSER BEELRSS one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n -S] 

BLESSES BEELSSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

BLETHER BEEHLRT to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLEWITS BEILSTW BLEWIT, blewits [n] / edible mushroom [n BLEWITS, -ES] 

BLIGHTS BGHILST BLIGHT, to cause decay [v] 

BLIGHTY BGHILTY wound causing one to be sent home to England [n -TIES] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S] 

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv] 

BLINGED BDEGILN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLINKED BDEIKLN BLINK, to open and shut eyes [v] 

BLINKER BEIKLNR to put blinders on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLINTZE BEILNTZ thin pancake [n -S] 

BLIPPED BDEILPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLISSED BDEILSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISSES BEILSSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISTER BEILRST to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLITHER BEHILRT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] / to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLITZED BDEILTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLITZER BEILRTZ one that blitzes (to subject to sudden attack) [n -S] 

BLITZES BEILSTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLOATED ABDELOT BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BLOATER ABELORT smoked herring [n -S] 

BLOBBED BBBDELO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BLOCKED BCDEKLO BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOCKER BCEKLOR one that blocks (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLOGGED BDEGGLO BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BLOGGER BEGGLOR one who blogs [n -S] 

BLOKIER BEIKLOR BLOKEY, blokeish (resembling typical behavior of bloke) [adj] 

BLONDER BDELNOR BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLONDES BDELNOS BLONDE, blond (person with blond hair) [n] 

BLOODED BDDELOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 

BLOOMED BDELMOO BLOOM, to bear flowers [v] 

BLOOMER BELMOOR blooming plant [n -S] 

BLOOPED BDELOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLOOPER BELOOPR public blunder [n -S] 

BLOSSOM BLMOOSS to bloom (to bear flowers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLOTCHY BCHLOTY blotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
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BLOTTED BDELOTT BLOT, to spot or stain [v] 

BLOTTER BELORTT piece of ink-absorbing paper [n -S] 

BLOUSED BDELOSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSES BELOSSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSON BLNOOSU woman's garment [n -S] 

BLOWBYS BBLOSWY BLOWBY, leakage of exhaust fumes [n] 

BLOWERS BELORSW BLOWER, one that blows (to damn (to curse)) [n] 

BLOWFLY BFLLOWY type of fly [n -LIES] 

BLOWGUN BGLNOUW tube through which darts may be blown [n -S] 

BLOWIER BEILORW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLOWING BGILNOW BLOW, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BLOWJOB BBJLOOW offensive word [n -S] 

BLOWOFF BFFLOOW expelling of gas [n -S] 

BLOWOUT BLOOTUW sudden rupture [n -S] 

BLOWSED BDELOSW blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOWUPS BLOPSUW BLOWUP, explosion [n] 

BLOWZED BDELOWZ blowzy (blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean))) [adj] 

BLUBBED BBBDELU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BLUBBER BBBELRU to weep noisily [v -ED, ING, -S] 

BLUCHER BCEHLRU half boot [n -S] 

BLUDGED BDDEGLU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUDGER BDEGLRU loafer or shirker [n -S] 

BLUDGES BDEGLSU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUECAP ABCELPU flowering plant [n -S] 

BLUEFIN BEFILNU large tuna [n -S] 

BLUEGUM BEGLMUU timber tree [n -S] 

BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S] / BLUE, to make blue [v] 

BLUEISH BEHILSU bluish (somewhat blue) [adj] 

BLUEJAY ABEJLUY corvine bird [n -S] 

BLUFFED BDEFFLU BLUFF, to mislead (to lead astray) [v] 

BLUFFER BEFFLRU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] / one that bluffs (to mislead (to lead astray)) [n -S] 

BLUFFLY BFFLLUY BLUFF, having broad front [adv] 

BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n] 

BLUMING BGILMNU BLUME, to blossom (to bloom (to bear flowers)) [v] 

BLUNDER BDELNRU to make mistake [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUNGED BDEGLNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BLUNGER BEGLNRU one that blunges (to mix clay with water) [n -S] 

BLUNGES BEGLNSU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BLUNTED BDELNTU BLUNT, to make blunt [v] 

BLUNTER BELNRTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLUNTLY BLLNTUY BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adv] 

BLURBED BBDELRU BLURB, to praise in publicity notice [v] 

BLURRED BDELRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v] 

BLURTED BDELRTU BLURT, to speak abruptly [v] 

BLURTER BELRRTU one that blurts (to speak abruptly) [n -S] 

BLUSHED BDEHLSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 
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BLUSHER BEHLRSU one that blushes (to become red) [n -S] 

BLUSHES BEHLSSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSTER BELRSTU to blow violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

7s contain -BL- 

ABLATED AABDELT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATES AABELST ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATOR AABLORT one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n -S] 

ABLAUTS AABLSTU ABLAUT, patterned change in root vowels of verb forms [n] 

ABLEISM ABEILMS prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism [n -S] 

ABLINGS ABGILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ABLUENT ABELNTU cleansing agent [n -S] 

ABLUTED ABDELTU washed clean [adj] 

ABUBBLE ABBBELU bubbling [adj] 

ACTABLE AABCELT suitable for performance on stage [adj] 

ADDABLE AABDDEL ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

ADDIBLE ABDDEIL capable of being added [adj] 

AFFABLE AABEFFL easy to talk to [adj] 

AFFABLY AABFFLY AFFABLE, easy to talk to [adv] 

AIBLINS ABIILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

AMBLERS ABELMRS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

AMBLING ABGILMN AMBLE, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

AMIABLE AABEILM having pleasant disposition [adj] 

AMIABLY AABILMY AMIABLE, having pleasant disposition [adv] 

ARABLES AABELRS ARABLE, land suitable for cultivation [n] 

AUDIBLE ABDEILU to call substitute play in football [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AUDIBLY ABDILUY in way so as to be heard [adv] 

BABBLED ABBBDEL BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BABBLER ABBBELR one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n -S] 

BABBLES ABBBELS BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BAUBLES ABBELSU BAUBLE, cheap trinket [n] 

BEBLOOD BBDELOO to cover with blood [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIBLESS BBEILSS having no bib (cloth covering) [adj] 

BIBLIKE BBEIIKL resembling bib [adj] 

BIBLIST BBIILST one who takes words of Bible literally [n -S] 

BITABLE ABBEILT capable of being bitten [adj] 

BOBBLED BBBDELO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOBBLES BBBELOS BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S] 

BRABBLE ABBBELR to quarrel noisily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRAMBLE ABBELMR to gather berries [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRAMBLY ABBLMRY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BUBBLED BBBDELU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUBBLER BBBELRU drinking fountain [n -S] 

BUBBLES BBBELSU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 
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BULBLET BBELLTU small bulb [n -S] 

BUMBLED BBDELMU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUMBLER BBELMRU one that bumbles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

BUMBLES BBELMSU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BURBLED BBDELRU BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BURBLER BBELRRU one that burbles (to speak quickly and excitedly) [n -S] 

BURBLES BBELRSU BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BUYABLE ABBELUY BUY, to purchase (to acquire by payment of money) [adj] 

CABLERS ABCELRS CABLER, one that supplies cable [n] 

CABLETS ABCELST CABLET, small cable [n] 

CABLING ABCGILN cable or cables used for fastening something [n -S] / CABLE, to fasten with cable (heavy rope) [v] 

CAPABLE AABCELP having ability (quality of being able to do something) [adj -R, -ST] 

CAPABLY AABCLPY CAPABLE, having ability (quality of being able to do something) [adv] 

CHABLIS ABCHILS dry white wine [n CHABLIS] 

CHIMBLY BCHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -LIES] 

CITABLE ABCEILT citeable (suitable for citation) [adj] 

COBBLED BBCDELO COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COBBLER BBCELOR mender of shoes [n -S] 

COBBLES BBCELOS COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

CODABLE ABCDELO capable of being coded [adj] 

CRUMBLE BCELMRU to break into small pieces [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRUMBLY BCLMRUY easily crumbled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CURABLE ABCELRU capable of being cured [adj] 

CURABLY ABCLRUY CURABLE, capable of being cured [adv] 

DABBLED ABBDDEL DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest [v] 

DABBLER ABBDELR one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n -S] 

DABBLES ABBDELS DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest [v] 

DATABLE AABDELT capable of being dated [adj] 

DIBBLED BBDDEIL DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIBBLER BBDEILR one that dibbles (to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water)) [n -S] 

DIBBLES BBDEILS DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DISABLE ABDEILS to render incapable or unable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DOBLONS BDLNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOUBLED BDDELOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLER BDELORU one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n -S] 

DOUBLES BDELOSU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLET BDELOTU close-fitting jacket [n -S] 

DOWABLE ABDELOW entitled to endowment [adj] 

DRABBLE ABBDELR to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DRIBBLE BBDEILR to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DRIBBLY BBDILRY tending to dribble [adj] 

DRIBLET BDEILRT small drop of liquid [n -S] 

DRUMBLE BDELMRU to move slowly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DRYABLE ABDELRY DRY, to make dry [adj] 

DUPABLE ABDELPU DUPE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [adj] 

DURABLE ABDELRU able to withstand wear or decay [adj] 
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DURABLY ABDLRUY DURABLE, able to withstand wear or decay [adv] 

DYEABLE ABDEELY capable of being dyed [adj] 

EATABLE AABEELT edible (something fit to be eaten) [n -S] 

EDIBLES BDEEILS EDIBLE, something fit to be eaten [n] 

EFFABLE ABEEFFL capable of being uttered or expressed [adj] 

EMBLAZE ABEELMZ to set on fire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EMBLEMS BEELMMS EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

ENABLED ABDEELN ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

ENABLER ABEELNR one that enables (to make possible) [n -S] 

ENABLES ABEELNS ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

ENNOBLE BEELNNO to make noble [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EQUABLE ABEELQU not changing or varying greatly [adj] 

EQUABLY ABELQUY EQUABLE, not changing or varying greatly [adv] 

ERRABLE ABEELRR ERR, to make mistake [adj] 

EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj] 

FABLERS ABEFLRS FABLER, one that fables (to compose or tell fictitious tales) [n] 

FABLIAU AABFILU short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n -X] 

FABLING ABFGILN FABLE, to compose or tell fictitious tales [v] 

FADABLE AABDEFL capable of fading [adj] 

FAXABLE AABEFLX FAX, to transmit and reproduce by electronic means [adj] 

FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

FIMBLES BEFILMS FIMBLE, male hemp plant [n] 

FINABLE ABEFILN subject to payment of fine [adj] 

FIXABLE ABEFILX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

FLYABLE ABEFLLY suitable for flying [adj] 

FLYBLEW BEFLLWY FLYBLOW, to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v] 

FLYBLOW BFLLOWY to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FOIBLES BEFILOS FOIBLE, minor weakness [n] 

FRIABLE ABEFILR easily crumbled [adj] 

FRIBBLE BBEFILR to act foolishly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRYABLE ABEFLRY FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil [adj] 

FUMBLED BDEFLMU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUMBLER BEFLMRU one that fumbles (to handle clumsily) [n -S] 

FUMBLES BEFLMSU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUSIBLE BEFILSU capable of being melted [adj] 

FUSIBLY BFILSUY FUSIBLE, capable of being melted [adv] 

GABBLED ABBDEGL GABBLE, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

GABBLER ABBEGLR one that gabbles (to jabber (to talk rapidly)) [n -S] 

GABBLES ABBEGLS GABBLE, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

GABLING ABGGILN GABLE, to form triangular section of wall [v] 

GAMBLED ABDEGLM GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBLER ABEGLMR one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n -S] 

GAMBLES ABEGLMS GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GARBLED ABDEGLR GARBLE, to distort meaning of [v] 

GARBLER ABEGLRR one that garbles (to distort meaning of) [n -S] 

GARBLES ABEGLRS GARBLE, to distort meaning of [v] 
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GELABLE ABEEGLL GEL, to become like jelly [adj] 

GETABLE ABEEGLT GET, to obtain or acquire [adj] 

GHIBLIS BGHIILS GHIBLI, hot desert wind [n] 

GIBLETS BEGILST GIBLET, edible part of fowl [n] 

GOBBLED BBDEGLO GOBBLE, to eat hastily [v] 

GOBBLER BBEGLOR male turkey [n -S] 

GOBBLES BBEGLOS GOBBLE, to eat hastily [v] 

GOBLETS BEGLOST GOBLET, drinking vessel [n] 

GOBLINS BGILNOS GOBLIN, evil or mischievous creature [n] 

GRABBLE ABBEGLR to grope (to feel about with hands) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GRIBBLE BBEGILR marine isopod [n -S] 

GRUMBLE BEGLMRU to mutter in discontent [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GRUMBLY BGLMRUY given to grumbling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HATABLE AABEHLT hateable (meriting hatred (intense dislike or aversion)) [adj] 

HEWABLE ABEEHLW HEW, to cut with ax [adj] 

HIDABLE ABDEHIL able to be hidden [adj] 

HIRABLE ABEHILR available for hire [adj] 

HOBBLED BBDEHLO HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOBBLER BBEHLOR one that hobbles (to limp (to walk lamely)) [n -S] 

HOBBLES BBEHLOS HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOBLIKE BEHIKLO suggestive of elf [adj] 

HUBLESS BEHLSSU lacking hub (center of wheel) [adj] 

HUMBLED BDEHLMU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMBLER BEHLMRU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] / one that humbles (to reduce pride of) [n -S] 

HUMBLES BEHLMSU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

IGNOBLE BEGILNO of low character [adj -R, -ST] 

IGNOBLY BGILNOY IGNOBLE, of low character [adv] 

IMBLAZE ABEILMZ to emblaze (to set on fire) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

INKBLOT BIKLNOT  blotted pattern of spilled ink [n -S] 

JOBLESS BEJLOSS having no job [adj] 

JUMBLED BDEJLMU JUMBLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

JUMBLER BEJLMRU one that jumbles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

JUMBLES BEJLMSU JUMBLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

KEBLAHS ABEHKLS KEBLAH, kiblah (direction toward which Muslims face while praying) [n] 

KIBBLED BBDEIKL KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBBLES BBEIKLS KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBLAHS ABHIKLS KIBLAH, direction toward which Muslims face while praying [n] 

KNOBBLY BBKLNOY having very small knobs [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

LEGIBLE BEEGILL capable of being read [adj] 

LEGIBLY BEGILLY LEGIBLE, capable of being read [adv] 

LIBLABS ABBILLS LIBLAB, person supporting coalition of liberal and labor groups [n] 

LIKABLE ABEIKLL pleasant (pleasing) [adj] 

LIKABLY ABIKLLY LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] 

LINABLE ABEILLN lineable (lying in straight line) [adj] 

LIVABLE ABEILLV suitable for living in [adj] 

LOSABLE ABELLOS LOSE, to come to be without and be unable to find [adj] 
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LOVABLE ABELLOV having qualities that attract love [adj] 

LOVABLY ABLLOVY LOVABLE, having qualities that attract love [adv] 

MAKABLE AABEKLM MAKE, to cause to exist [adj] 

MARBLED ABDELMR MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARBLER ABELMRR one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S] 

MARBLES ABELMRS MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MINABLE ABEILMN capable of being mined [adj] 

MIXABLE ABEILMX MIX, to put together into one mass [adj] 

MIXIBLE BEIILMX MIX, to put together into one mass [adj] 

MOBLOGS BGLMOOS MOBLOG, weblog with data posted from cell phone [n] 

MOVABLE ABELMOV something that can be moved [n -S] 

MOVABLY ABLMOVY so as to be capable of being moved [adv] 

MUMBLED BDELMMU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUMBLER BELMMRU one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUMBLES BELMMSU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUTABLE ABELMTU capable of change [adj] 

MUTABLY ABLMTUY MUTABLE, capable of change [adv] 

NAMABLE AABELMN NAME, to give title to [adj] 

NIBBLED BBDEILN NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIBBLER BBEILNR one that nibbles (to eat with small bites) [n -S] 

NIBBLES BBEILNS NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIBLETS BEILNST NIBLET, small piece of food [n] 

NIBLICK BCIIKLN golf club [n -S] 

NIBLIKE BEIIKLN resembling penpoint (point of pen) [adj] 

NIMBLER BEILMNR NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NOBBLED BBDELNO NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBBLER BBELNOR one that nobbles (to disable racehorse) [n -S] 

NOBBLES BBELNOS NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBLEST BELNOST NOBLE, possessing qualities of excellence [adj] 

NOMBLES BELMNOS numbles (animal entrails) [n NOMBLES] 

NOTABLE ABELNOT person of distinction [n -S] 

NOTABLY ABLNOTY in distinguished manner [adv] 

NUBBLES BBELNSU NUBBLE, small nub [n] 

NUMBLES BELMNSU animal entrails [n -S] 

OBLASTI ABILOST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBLASTS ABLOSST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBLATES ABELOST OBLATE, layman residing in monastery [n] 

OBLIGED BDEGILO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OBLIGEE BEEGILO one that is obliged [n -S] 

OBLIGER BEGILOR one that obliges (to put in one's debt by favor or service) [n -S] 

OBLIGES BEGILOS OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OBLIGOR BGILOOR one who places himself under legal obligation [n -S] 

OBLIQUE BEILOQU to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OBLONGS BGLNOOS OBLONG, something that is oblong (elongated) [n] 

OBLOQUY BLOOQUY abusive language [n -UIES] 

ORBLESS BELORSS lacking orb [adj] 
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OWNABLE ABELNOW OWN, to have as belonging [adj] 

OXBLOOD BDLOOOX deep red color [n -S] 

PABLUMS ABLMPSU PABLUM, insipid writing or speech [n] 

PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

PAYABLE AABELPY profitable [adj] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PEBBLED BBDEELP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PEBBLES BBEELPS PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PLIABLE ABEILLP easily bent [adj] 

PLIABLY ABILLPY PLIABLE, easily bent [adv] 

POBLANO ABLNOOP mild, dark-green chili pepper [n -S] 

POKABLE ABEKLOP POKE, to push or prod [adj] 

POSABLE ABELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POTABLE ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

PROBLEM BELMOPR perplexing question or situation [n -S] 

PUBLICS BCILPSU PUBLIC, community or people as whole [n] 

PUBLISH BHILPSU to print and issue to public [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PUEBLOS BELOPSU PUEBLO, communal dwelling of certain Indian tribes [n] 

QUIBBLE BBEILQU to argue over trivialities [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RABBLED ABBDELR RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RABBLER ABBELRR iron bar used in puddling [n -S] 

RABBLES ABBELRS RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RAMBLAS AABLMRS RAMBLA, dry ravine [n] 

RAMBLED ABDELMR RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMBLER ABELMRR one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n -S] 

RAMBLES ABELMRS RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RATABLE AABELRT capable of being rated [adj] 

RATABLY AABLRTY RATABLE, capable of being rated [adv] 

REBLEND BDEELNR to blend again [v -ED, -NT, -ING, -S] 

REBLENT BEELNRT REBLEND, to blend again [v] 

REBLOOM BELMOOR to bloom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETABLE ABEELRT raised shelf above altar [n -S] 

RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

RIBLESS BEILRSS having no ribs [adj] 

RIBLETS BEILRST RIBLET, rib end in breast of lamb or veal [n] 

RIBLIKE BEIIKLR resembling rib [adj] 

RIDABLE ABDEILR capable of being ridden [adj] 

RISIBLE BEIILRS inclined to laugh [adj] 

RISIBLY BIILRSY RISIBLE, inclined to laugh [adv] 

ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] 

ROUBLES BELORSU ROUBLE, ruble (monetary unit of Russia) [n] 

ROWABLE ABELORW ROW, to propel by means of oars [adj] 

RUBBLED BBDELRU RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

RUBBLES BBELRSU RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

RULABLE ABELLRU RULE, to exercise control over [adj] 

RUMBLED BDELMRU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 
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RUMBLER BELMRRU one that rumbles (to make deep, thunderous sound) [n -S] 

RUMBLES BELMRSU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SALABLE AABELLS capable of being or fit to be sold [adj] 

SALABLY AABLLSY SALABLE, capable of being or fit to be sold [adv] 

SAVABLE AABELSV capable of being saved [adj] 

SAYABLE AABELSY SAY, to utter (to give audible expression to) [adj] 

SCABBLE ABBCELS to shape roughly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCUMBLE BCELMSU to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEWABLE ABEELSW SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [adj] 

SHAMBLE ABEHLMS to walk awkwardly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SIBLING BGIILNS one having same parents as another [n -S] 

SIZABLE ABEILSZ of considerable size [adj] 

SIZABLY ABILSYZ SIZABLE, of considerable size [adv] 

SKIABLE ABEIKLS capable of being skied over [adj] 

SOLUBLE BELLOSU something that is soluble (capable of being dissolved) [n -S] 

SOLUBLY BLLOSUY in soluble manner [adv] 

SOWABLE ABELOSW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed [adj] 

STABLED ABDELST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STABLER ABELRST STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] / one that keeps stable [n -S] 

STABLES ABELSST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STUBBLE BBELSTU short, rough growth of beard [n -S] 

STUBBLY BBLSTUY covered with stubble [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STUMBLE BELMSTU to miss one's step in walking or running [v -D, -LING, -S]  

SUBLATE ABELSTU to cancel (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUBLETS BELSSTU SUBLET, to rent leased property to another [v] 

SUBLIME BEILMSU of elevated or noble quality [adj -R, -ST] / to make sublime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

SUBLINE BEILNSU inbred line within strain [n -S] 

SUBLOTS BLOSSTU SUBLOT, subdivision of lot [n] 

TABLEAU AABELTU picture [n -S, -X] 

TABLETS ABELSTT TABLET, to inscribe on small, flat surface [v] 

TABLING ABGILNT setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n -S] / TABLE, to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface) [v] 

TABLOID ABDILOT small newspaper [n -S] 

TAKABLE AABEKLT TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

TAMABLE AABELMT capable of being tamed [adj] 

TAXABLE AABELTX subject to tax [adj] / taxable item [n -S] 

TAXABLY AABLTXY TAXABLE, subject to tax [adv] 

TEMBLOR BELMORT earthquake [n -ES, -S] 

TENABLE ABEELNT capable of being held [adj] 

TENABLY ABELNTY TENABLE, capable of being held [adv] 

THIMBLE BEHILMT cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n -S] 

TOTABLE ABELOTT capable of being toted [adj] 

TOWABLE ABELOTW TOW, to pull by means of rope or chain [adj] 

TREBLED BDEELRT TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 

TREBLES BEELRST TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 
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TREMBLE BEELMRT to shake involuntarily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREMBLY BELMRTY marked by trembling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRIABLE ABEILRT subject to judicial examination [adj] 

TROUBLE BELORTU to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TUBLIKE BEIKLTU resembling tub [adj] 

TUMBLED BDELMTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMBLER BELMRTU one that tumbles (to fall or roll end over end) [n -S] 

TUMBLES BELMSTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUNABLE ABELNTU capable of being tuned [adj] 

TUNABLY ABLNTUY TUNABLE, capable of being tuned [adv] 

TYPABLE ABELPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter [adj] 

UNBLEST BELNSTU not blest (to sanctify (to make holy)) [adj] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBLOCK BCKLNOU to free from being blocked [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

USEABLE ABEELSU usable (capable of being used) [adj] 

USEABLY ABELSUY USEABLE, usable (capable of being used) [adv] 

VISIBLE BEIILSV someone that can be seen [n -S] 

VISIBLY BIILSVY in manner capable of being seen [adv] 

VOCABLE ABCELOV word [n -S] 

VOCABLY ABCLOVY in manner that may be voiced aloud [adv] 

VOLUBLE BELLOUV talkative [adj] 

VOLUBLY BLLOUVY VOLUBLE, talkative [adv] 

VOTABLE ABELOTV capable of being voted on [adj] 

WABBLED ABBDELW WABBLE, to wobble (to move unsteadily) [v] 

WABBLER ABBELRW one that wabbles (to wobble (to move unsteadily)) [n -S] 

WABBLES ABBELSW WABBLE, to wobble (to move unsteadily) [v] 

WADABLE AABDELW wadeable (capable of being passed through by wading) [adj] 

WAMBLED ABDELMW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WAMBLES ABELMSW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WARBLED ABDELRW WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

WARBLER ABELRRW one that warbles (to sing with melodic embellishments) [n -S] 

WARBLES ABELRSW WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

WAXABLE AABELWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance) [adj] 

WEBLESS BEELSSW having no webs [adj] 

WEBLIKE BEEIKLW resembling web [adj] 

WEBLOGS BEGLOSW WEBLOG, website that contains online personal journal [n] 

WIMBLED BDEILMW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMBLES BEILMSW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIRABLE ABEILRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [adj] 

WOBBLED BBDELOW WOBBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WOBBLER BBELORW one that wobbles (to move unsteadily) [n -S] 

WOBBLES BBELOSW WOBBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WOOABLE ABELOOW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 

 


